Using a client-server based signaling protocol, the authors propose a new approach to connection establishment that allows for the easy handling of multiparty connections and improves end-to-end connection setup delay by parallelizing certain operations that occur during connection establishment.
Currently, B-ISUP is defined to only support point-to-point ATM connections. Since ATM switches are expected to provide multicasting, signaling protocols must evolve to support connections with multiple endpoints. The B-ISUP signaling protocol and associated call processing software in broadband switching systems use a hop-by-hop connection establishment algorithm. This does not lend itself to easy extension for multiple endpoints. Negative responses from some of the endpoints cause the protocol state machines in the switches to become fairly complex. We observe that a client-server approach for signaling communication would greatly simplify the handling of multiple endpoints, where one server coordinates the responses from the endpoints.
Secondly, unlike in circuit switches, where for on-demand connection establishment the switch software simply performs next-hop routing and configures its switch fabric for each connection, connection establishment in ATM networks is significantly more complex due to the statistical multiplexing feature of ATM. Early work on congestion control in high-speed ATM networks indicates that Connection Admission Control (CAC) procedures should be employed at the switches to implement preventive congestion control rather than reactive control [3] . This requires more complex processing in ATM switches during connection establishment. Using a hop-by-hop sequential approach with the increased CAC functions in each switch will significantly increase the end-to-end connection setup delay.
Based on these two observations, we describe a new approach to connection establishment. The approach allows for the easy handling of multiparty connections and also improves endto-end connection setup delay by parallelizing certain operations that occur during connection establishment. We use a client-server based signaling protocol, the Transactions Capabilities Application Part (TCAP) of SS7. Existing SS7 implementations in switches contain TCAP software, used for switch-to-service control point communication, for services such as 800-number.
The B-ISUP signaling protocol supports an additional functionality of service/call control. It continues to support Intelligent Network (IN)-based services [4), as its predecessor, ISUP. For example, to support the IN-based virtual private network service, B-ISUP signaling messages carry service control parameters, such as Closed User Group Information. These parameters are used as triggers in the Basic Call State Model (BCSM) maintained in each switch for IN-based networks. Thus, broadband switching systems implemented with the B-ISUP standard interface must include call processing software to maintain the BCSM to trigger service logic processing for IN-based services.
Since ATM was developed for networks to carry integrated traffic (i.e., isochronous voice and video traffic and bursty data traffic) broadband switching systems must be developed to work equally well in networks that specialize in one or the other type of traffic. We observe that while many of the IN-based services may be useful to even data-based LANs, the initial usage of broadband switching systems in such networks will be predominantly t o obtain connections through the network. T o lower switch costs for such applications, these switches should have call processing and signaling software only for connection control, without the additional call processing software t o support the BCSM and associated IN-based service logic. Furthermore, for every connection request, the processing needed to support the BCSM and to check for trigger points adds to the end-to-end connection setup delay. From both these perspectives, our approach proposes separating the BCSM software and its associated signaling from the call processing software and signaling that is used for connection control in switches.
The next section describes detailed signaling message flows for calliconnection establishment using the B-ISUP-based current approach. The third section describes our new modularized client-server based approach that uses TCAP signaling for call and connection control. In this article, we only focus on the procedures inside the networks. The user-network interface signaling and procedures are assumed to be the same in both approaches. The fourth section provides a comparative performance analysis of the two approaches for the end-to-end connection setup delay measure. The fifth section provides our conclusions from this study.
B-ISUP
The Current Approach 
Call Forwarding Procedure
The procedure to establish a connection in which call forwarding is active for a called user A proceeds as described previously, until the IAM (2) reaches Switch 3. Assuming that a trigger check point was preset in Switch 3 to forward all calls for user A, the call processing application in Switch 3 determines that the call must be forwarded to a new switch, Switch 4, as shown in connections with call-control-based feature checking and processing prior to or during connection establishment. Higher connection setup delays can be tolerated for such requests. By locating call control in separate entities (known as call servers) and providing modularized protocols, our approach meets both these user needs.
We now consider procedures related to the control of connections. Many functions need to be performed to establish a connection with quality-of-service (QoS) guarantees. These are summarized below as follows:
Routing functions to determine the switches between the end users.
Computing end-to-end QoS measures, such as We separate this list of functions into two groups: connection control and channel control. Connection control includes the first two functions of the list above and is performed in connection servers. Channel control includes all of the other functions in this list and is performed in channel servers associated with switches. This distribution is based on the fact that the first two functions, i.e., finding an end-to-end route, and computing and comparing end-to-end QoS measures, are global functions for the connection as a whole, while all the remaining functions need to be performed at each switch along the route.
The sequence in which these functions are performed in our approach was explained previously. The main advantage of the separation of connection control and channel control functions is that certain channel control functions can be performed in parallel for multiple switches in the connection. This leads to improvements in end-to-end connection setup delay over a hopby-hop connection establishment approach where the functions are performed sequentially in the switches.
A point t o note is that our approach for establishing connections is not a centralized approach. The connection server shown in Fig. 3 does not track the resources on the switches and hence does not provide centralized control. It communicates with channel servers at the switches to check availability of resources and to configure the switches for the connection. Using a careful distribution of functions between channel servers and connection servers, an alternate connection establishment procedure is used to achieve speed-ups in connection setup delay without sacrificing reliability and scalability considerations.
Following a client-server model of communication, the operations with corresponding parameters associated with each application process is defined as its Application Service Element (ASE). The BCSE (Broadband Call Service Element), BBSE (Broadband Bearer Service Element), and BCHSE (Broadband Channel Service Element) are the three ASEs corresponding to the BCC, BBC, and BCHC applications, respectively. These, in effect, are the modularized proWe describe the same two procedures as in the second section: simple point-to-point calllconnection establishment and calliconnection establishment with call forwarding. Since our goal is t o quantitatively compare our approach with the CPB-ISUP approach, and the CPB-ISUP approach does not provide separate interfaces for connection requests with and without implicit service checking, we only describe our procedure for establishing connections with call control functionality. The interface protocol for requesting (modifying and releasing) connections without any call control functions is simply BBSE, which directly terminates at the connection server.
To illustrate the procedure descriptions, we assume a network topology consisting of a call server, a connection server, and three channel servers, one associated with each switch (shown shaded in Fig. 3) . In general, multiple call servers and multiple connection servers may be involved in setting up a single call and connection. For example, if the calling and called endpoints belong to different networks, two call servers, one in each network, will be involved to provide the user service profile information for the corresponding endpoints. Similarly, since the connection server maintains routing information, at least two connection servers (one for each network) will be involved in establishing the end-toend connection. The application process and signaling protocol stacks implemented in each server type are shown in Fig. 3 . We assume an extended multicast version of T C A P which directly uses the S A A L to transport its messages. The calliconnection release procedure follows a similar approach with parallel execution of channel control functions at t h e switch channel servers. We refer to our new approach as the Distributed Call Processing/Application Service Elements (DCP/ASEs) approach. tocols 171.
CallIConnection Establishment Procedure
As shown in Fig. 3 , the BBSE operation Setupconnections (1) is generated by the Broadband Call Control (BCC) application in the call server in response to a user's request for connections with call control functionality. For the simple calliconnection establishment procedure, we assume that implicit service checking is done by the BCC, but no additional service processing is needed, i.e., n o triggers are initiated. I n the Setup-connections operation invocation, the call server is the client and the connection server is the server. This message is processed by the S-AAL and TCAPiBBSE protocol layers in the connection server before being conveyed to the Broadband Bearer Control (BBC) application. This application process determines the switches in the end-to-end route, for example, Switch 1, Switch 2 and Switch 3, in Fig. 3 . A multicast BCHSE operation, Reserve-channels (2), is generated by this process to the channel servers associated with these switches. The operation is processed in the switch channel servers in parallel. The BCHC process at each switch performs C A C functions t o check and reserve switch resources, and selects VPIiVCIs for the links on the switch. If successful, three distinct Channelreserved responses (3, 4, 5 ) are generated, one from each of the three channel servers. After computing any end-to-end QoS measures for the connection and comparing these values with the user-requested values, the connection server initiates a multicast Commit-translations (6) BCHSE operation. This operation causes the switch channel servers to configure the fabric, i.e., set-up translation table entries t o m a p VPIiVCI pairs from the incoming to outgoing ports, and set control parameters for UPC, rate control, etc. for the committed connection. This operation is also executed in parallel at the switch channel servers. Distinct responses, Translations-committed (7, 8, 9), are generated by the three channel servers. The connection server then initiates a Connections-established (10) response to the call server. Figure 4 shows the message flows for the call forwarding procedure. The BCSM maintained in the call server triggers on the preset check point (the called user address) to communicate with the call forwarding server. The application process in this server is accessed via the Call Forwarding Service Element (CFSE), which is the defined ASE for this service.
Call Forwarding Procedure
The Check-forward-status operation (1) is invoked in the Call forwarding server. The Call forwarding service control (CFSC) generates a response to the call server with the correct endpoint address to which the call must be forwarded (2) . Following this, the regular connection setup proceeds as described earlier. Unlike in the CPIB-ISUP approach, the connection is established through only three switches, not four, because it is routed directly between the calling user and the forwarded endpoint. We assume that Switch 2 is directly connected t o Switch 4 (shown in white in Fig. 4 ). In the CPIB- ISUP approach, since the call processing application embedded in Switch 3 triggers the call forwarding service, it is involved in the call and connection. This illustrates how the implicit triggering of services coupled with the hop-by-hop call and connection admission leads to inefficiencies in the current approach. Also, in our new approach, the connection-release procedure does not require any additional channels to be released, unlike the CP/B-ISUP approach.
Comparative Performance Analysis
The objective in focusing on the mean end-toend connection setup delay as the performance measure of interest is to determine the relative speed-ups gained in parallelizing channel control operations during connection setup. It is also used to quantify the effects of checking for implicit services during calliconnection admission. As is typical of any distributed algorithm, speed-ups achieved by parallelizing operations is partly offset by the increased communication needs of the distributed algorithm. Hence we carry out a comparative performance analysis of our new approach and the CPIB-ISUP approach to quantify the relative gains.
We use an analytical layered performance modeling approach, based on queuing analysis using decomposition into subsystems, similar to that used by Willman and Kuhn in 191. A suhsjstern corresponds to a processor executing one or more protocol layers or application process within a network node. Each distinct rectangular box in Figs. 1-4 represents a different processor. We model each subsystem as a multiclass, singleserver, infinite-capacity, round-robin, processorsharing, MiGil queuing system to determine the mean sojourn times for each message type.
On each signaling link between network nodes, we only account for propagation delays, ignoring both the emission times (message insertion times) and link queuing delays. We assume that: 1 ) in ATM networks, the signaling link rate can be increased as needed to accommodate longer messages; and 2) under normal operations, network capacities are properly engineered, thereby reducing emission and queuing times to be insignificant. We verified this assumption for 1.5 Mb/s signaling links and messages with only mandatory parameters (used t o determine message lengths). Interprocessor communication delays at the interfaces between the subsystems within a network node, and propagation delays over signaling links, are modeled as infinite servers.
We compute the mean end-to-end connection setup delay by summing the individual mean sojourn times in the subsystems, interprocessor communication delays, and propagation delays on signaling links, along t h e message flows through the network.
In the following subsections, the scenarios for the analysis are described, the input parameters used in the analysis are tabulated, and the results of the analysis are presented.
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Scenarios for Analysis
To comparatively evaluate the performance of the DCP/ASEs approach with respect to the current CP/B-ISUP approach, two scenarios are used:
Scenario SI -simple point-to-point calls/connections are set up and released.
Scenario Sz -point-to-point callstconnections with one-hop call forwarding (for all calls) are set up and released.
We selected these scenarios to compare the effects of the parallel and sequential connection setup approaches and to study the impact of implicit service control processing (such as call forwarding) during call/connection admission. We assume that calls a r e being set up and released from endpoints connected to the end switches as shown in Fig. 5 . Inside the block marked Subnetwork, for t h e CP/B-ISUP approach, we assume one transit switch, Switch 2, and a Signaling Transfer Point (STP). For the DCPlASEs approach, we assume one call server, one connection server, and one channel server associated with a transit switch, Switch 2. The end switches shown in Fig. 5 also have associated channel servers for this approach.
Previously, we described call/connection setup in one direction, i.e., for calls generated by the endpoints connected to Switch 1 toward endpoints connected to Switch 3. The same procedures a r e executed for calls in the opposite direction (from endpoints connected to Switch 5 toward endpoints connected to Switch 6). Figure 5 does not show the switches to which calls a r e forwarded for scenario S2, which involves forwarded calls. In this scenario, calls generated at Switch 1 a r e routed through to Switch 3 in the CP/B-ISUP approach and then forwarded to a different switch, Switch 4. as shown in Fig. 2 . Similarly, calls generated at Switch 5 are routed through to Switch 6 and then forwarded to a different switch, Switch 7. In the DCPiASEs approach, connections for forwarded calls are established directly between Switches 1, 2, and 4, as shown in Fig. 4 . For calls generated in the opposite direction, such connections are established across Switches 5 , 2, and 7. Tables 1 and 2 list the assutned mean service times for the subsystems in the network nodes [Y, 101. Each row of Table 1 or Table 2 corresponds to a subsystem. If the service time for any subsystem is message-or procedure-dependent. this is indicated in the tables. The value for the CP application processing time is taken from [Y] . Since the CP application process is modularized into BCC. BBC, and BCHC, based on the functions provided by these modules, we used a ratio of 3:5:2 to divide the CP service time among these three modules. The impact of the ATM layer and physical layer on the end-to-end connection setup delay are ignored here. Each intersubsystem and each propagation delay is assumed to be 5 ms. Figure 6 compares the mean end-to-end connection setup times for the two scenarios under the DCPiASEs and CPIB-ISUP approaches at various call arrival rates &. We make three observations from these plots. First. the DCPiASEs approach gives better mean end-to-end connection setup times than the CPIB-ISUP approach. This is attributed to the use of parallel channel control operations and the reduced connection control and call control processing used in our approach. Second, the impact of service control processing (call forwarding) on connection setup time is more significant in the CPIB-ISUP approach than the DCPIASEs approach. Reasons for this include the routing of the connection through a fourth switch for forwarded calls, which implies the additional call control processing in this switch for the CPIB-ISUP approach. In the DCPiASEs approach only three switches are traversed, even for forwarded calls. In addition, the service control processing is assumed to occur in a call-forwarding server distinct from the call server in the DCPiASEs approach. Finally, the processors in the DCPiASEs approach saturate at a higher call arrival rate than the processors in the CPIB-ISUP approach. This is a measure of the maximum call handling capacity of the network. This is attributed to the smaller processing times needed in the distributed solution of the DCPIASEs approach made possible by the niodularization. Thus, all the servers can operate at higher loading before reaching saturation.
Model Input Parameters

Performance Results
We now carry out a sensitivity analysis on the assumed service times for the application processing. Figure 7 shows plots of the mean connection setup times for the Scenario SI with the DCPiASEs and CPIB-ISUP approaches for different call arrival rates assuming different values for the parameters in Table 2 . In the first pair of plots for the two approaches, CP service time is assumed to be 50 ms and, correspondingly. ms, respectively. for call setup. In the second pair of plots for the two approaches, CP service time is assumed to be 30 ms and, correspondingly. BCC. BBC, and BCHC. are assumed to 9, 15, and 6 ms. respectively, for call setup.
In Fig. 7 , we observe that the larger the application processing time. the more significant the difference between the two approaches. In other words, the more complex the call processing application (as with the additional functions needed in the application processes for connection setup in ATM networks), the longer the mean connection setup time and the smaller the maximum call handling capacity for the CPIB-ISUP approach relative to the DCPiASEs approach. Thus, solutions that exploit parallelism are needed for fast connection setup time. In the inter- by-hop connection establishment procedure adopted in the B-ISDN signaling standards. Our approach also proposes using separate interfaces and procedures for establishing connections with and without the implicit triggering of services, by separating call control from connection control. This allows a network to provide fast connection setup without the overhead of checking for features.
A comparative performance analysis of the proposed approach with the current approach used in B-ISDN signaling standards was carried out for mean end-to-end connection setup time. It was demonstrated that our approach has mean end-to-end connection setup times of one-third to one-half that of the hop-by-hop approach our approach allows for the handling of twice our proposed approach-a viable solution for c a i and connection control in ATM networks. . Figure 7 . S e n s i t i v i~~~G i e a n connection setup times to application pro& ing times for scenario S p pretation of these results, the relative values are more important than the absolute values.
A point to note in these figures is that the range of operation considered is up to 6 callsis. Expectations of broadband switch capacity may be higher than these values. However, based on existing switches, on a one processor per subsystem basis, we expect this range of operation to be accurate. In order for an ATM switch to handle a larger rate of calls, say 100 callsis, each network node would need to he engineered with multiple processors for each subsystem as is done in existing circuit switches.
The results presented here are dependent on the network topology and call arrival patterns assumed. As stated previously, for connections between end users on different networks, multiple call servers and connection servers will be involved. With such network topologies, there will still be performance gains relative to the hop-by-hop approach, although not as significant as shown above. In order to demonstrate the performance advantages gained by separating connection control from channel control, we selected one connection server for three switches and assumed a single network topology. Our approach allows network architects to deploy more switches and gracefully grow servers as needed. It does not force the network designer to employ a VP-overlay network to limit the number of switches through which on-demand Switched Virtual Circuit (SVC) requests pass. Such a limit is often needed in the hop-by-hop approach to meet end-to-end call setup delay requirements.
Conclusions
e have proposed a modularized scheme to W restructure the call processing software and signaling protocols in broadband switching systems. A new connection control algorithm that uses parallel execution of operations in ATM switches was proposed. This improves connection setup delay when compared to the hop-
